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[violence Profiles for Fall Programming.] 

WHO SPONSORS THE NEW FALL VIOLENCE ? 

Nicholas Johnson 

General Motor's Chevrolet is* far and away the advertiser'of the most* prime tin* 

violent programming according to the National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting (NCCB) 

13 week study completed December 5 under a'gjant from the American Medical Association. , 
    . 

Our monitoring .of violence,- conducted jointly with bi Associates, a TV monitoring 
  

firm, shows that Peter Paul Candies was the'least, violent sponsor. Quest, Star sky and 

Hutch, and Bar a eta are the most violent shows in prime tine, while Chico and the Man, 

Sirota'a Court and 'the Mary Tyler Moore Show were among 11 program* that had no 

'violence of significance at all.   

CBS, as in our-summer study, continues-to be by far the least violent network, 
' 

with ABC secondhand NBC the most violent. 

Zt is significant that American Motors, Schlitz and Burger King are within the 

top 10 most violetit advertisers in both our summer and fall study. Prudential is the 

only corporation that remained at the tap of the least violent in both studies. 

Shopper Toys was able to advertise*in the pre-Christaas season while qualifying among
  *   * *   

the least violent advertisers. . Sears and Kodak,however, found their pre Christmas 

advertising placing them-in trie tops ten of the most violent. 
* * 

We issue .our rankings of'programs and advertisers in order to provide accurate 

* i* knowledge about the sources and supporters of television violence to a public that  

is clearly increasing its concern. However, behind these fankings is 1m extensive 

' ' ' monitoring process which results in detailed computer profiles of prime time violence , 

that are designed to be a working tool for concerned advertisers and industry leaders. 



If Advertisers, want * to respond * to the ' rising public * concern over television *. 

violence, our reports will help then evaluate .their buying program. Since the new 

fall programming will start its re-runs in late December, the NCCB Violence Profiles 

give network- by-network, series-by-series* program-by-program reports on television 

violence in prime time. It is, in effect, a violence TV Guide to intelligent buying 
' 

of television time by concerned advertisers. 

The American Medical Association emphasized that one of their goals in supporting , 
' • 

the study was to encourage a positive impact on the advertising and television' industries.'' ~ . • \ * 
Acco*di,ng to AMA's Executive Vice President James H. Sanmohs, M. D., "This action 

represents a strong commitment by- AHA to endorse and finance activities that will 
* * 

.encourage the industry to reduce the amount of violence in TV programming." 

There are a number of issues to address today. (1) Our current tftudy is the 
' ' • • 

result of a careful research and development process that incltfded a major test of .the 
• : ' 

• • 
proposal -by -industry critics. - it was- suggested that our monitoring should be based

on a' more limited* standard of violence than the Gerbner definition we' ' used in our 

summer .study. (2) Our studies are proving to have a major impact on public groups and 

private citizens who are planning their own'action programs,to reduce television- 

violence. (3) We believe our approach to influencing advertisers is wholly consistent, 

with the First Amendment responsibilities of broadcasters and does not- constitute 

censorship. 

I - THE DEFINITION OF VIOLENCE

Perhaps the most significant finding to report today is the result of our 

comparison of industry suggested standards for violence with our use of the Gerbner . 

defination. 

When we' completed our summer study, the Markle Foundation provided a grant for an 

evaluation conference; Groups such as the AMA, PTA, And Action for Childrens Television 

sent 'representatives , as did all three TV networks and many major advertisers and 

agencies. 'At that time- industry representatives  argued strongly that our use of the 



three 

Gerbaer definition was unfair because it included humorous incidents of violence 

and*light acts of violence such as a slap. They argued that our advertiser and program 
• 

rankings would be considered inaccurate by them unless baaed-on those acts of violence 

that they considered unquestionable — such as murders, killings, and beatings. 

Although we noted that there was considerable research showing that light and 

humorous violence does hav\ an influence, and that the industry, had produced no 

independent research to discredit this view, we nonetheless agreed to subject their 

suggestion to a fair test.; 

Our current study includes two. parallel rankings. The. first ranking of advertisers 

and programs is based on the Gerbner definition.. The second ranking was based on  

what we termed "aggressivepersonal incidents of violence, which clearly and intentionally 

threatened personal injury in a serious way" such as killings, beatings or rape's. 

When we completed our current, study we compared the two rankings only to find 

that there was, no significant variation between the the rankings whatsoever.' The least 

and most violent advertisers by both standards were not only pften identical on 

both lists (Chevrolet, Anacin, and American Motors are -1, 3 'and 3 on both list

but variations, were insignificant (Sears and Kodak are 5 arid 6 on one list, and 4 

and 5 on the other). The same was true of the program rankings., 

The results of this careful, costly and extensive comparison lead us to conclude 

that pur use of the Gerbner definition is proper, accurate and fair, and that charges 

by industry critics are disproved, by their own methodology. The simple fact is that 

a show that is  very violent by, the Gerbner definition has also proven, to be very violent 

by another reasonable definition. The same is true'for the eonviolent rankings. 

In view of the fact that the Gerbner inclusion of humorous -and light violence is 

supported by considerable independent research, we can only report to the public and the 

Industry that the definition has proven sound, accurate and reliable under considerable 

testing and intense scrutiny. Therefore, all the rankings which; we 'are releasing- are 

ba'sed entirely on the. Gerbner definition. Furthermore, advertisers who obtain our 



. violence profiles will find each act of^violence detailed and can,make their own 

 comparisons and judgments. 

XI --HARD INFORMATION FOR A GROWING CONSTITUENCY 

There is no question that there is a growing public outcry and a growing number 

•of organized efforts directed" at excessive television violence and that the information 

we provide is ah important resource. The PTA has declared television violence as 

its- major action target this year Many PTA members have asked for and received our 

rankings to support their local efforts. iThe AHA will be disseminating the results 

of-our study through its publications. A representative of the Jaycees has written 

sponsors who were named in our first study and Sheriff Buckley of Middlesex County, 

Massachusetts (Boston Area) is calling on the Chiefs of Police of other major cities 

to -join. him in personal visits to the heads of the corporations 'at the • top of our 

most violent list. Mariy*private citizens have written advertiser* in re sponse to our 

study and many of 'them have sent; us copies of the responses they received from the 

corporations. Additionally, a coalition'of national church groups (incl uding the 

Church of the Brethren, United Church'of Christ and the National Council of Churches}' 

which, hold stock, in major corporations are using our list of most violent advertisers, 

to take appropriate stockholder actions. 

' Like the audience in the new movie Network, the viewing public is  starting to say 
 

"We're mad as hell,and we're not going to take it any more."  

111 ADVERTISERS AND CENSORSHIP OR HOW TO 
TALK BACK TO YOUR TV SET 

The only other significant criticism that our study has received has involved our 

holding advertisers to account .for the violent content^ of programs they use as vehicles 

' for their advertising. A response by Peter Allport, President of the Association of 

National Advertisers,to requests about our last report is indicative of both the 

attitude and the problem. Mr. Allport states: 

The approach (NCCB's) is wrong in principle and > 
; practice. 'It is as wrong for television af it'would be for' 

, • any other medium.. An  Individual ^advertiser may and in . 



fact has anobligation to his stockholders -and . 
employees to, select the, program with which he wishes to 
be associated in accord with his best marketing judgments. 
Equally he has every right to purchase time or space 
according to other criteria. But the use of economic muscle- 
to dictate what broadcasters should not present to the 
American public must be as strongly resisted for television 
as it would be were advertisers to try to dictate the editorial 
content of newspapers or magazine. | 

 
What Mr.- Allport is really saying is that it is perfectly all right .for 

advertiser's to use their economic muscle, but that the viewer, who is supposed to 

benefit from television programming under'First Amendment freedoms, should ignore this 

Influence. Mr. James; Robeson of the Ford Motor Company, writing to a concerned 

citizen, who used our'-public report, also suggested that only the networks should be 

/criticized by the public, but again admitted ~ that^ Ford also exercisesconsiderable 

influence on tel'evision programming it is. associated with. Mr. Robeson states: 

On many occasions we have refrained from placing our , 
. . commercials in such (violent) programs even -though1 they have «• 

been among the most efficient for reaching our best,hew car and 
truck prospects. We have withdrawn our commercials from more 
than one televised film after learning of the .violent or otherwise , 
unacceptable nature of its story line. 

Mr. Rpbesori goes on to point .out that' Ford is shifting more, of its' advertising to 

.sports. 

These examples are but a 'small sample of the overwhelming evidence that the 

purpose of television is to deliver an audience to an advertiser an d not to deliver 

programs on demand ta a selective audience. To ignore,this process when asking the  
public to talk back to their TV sets is to perpetuate the misguided illusion that 

broadcasters use their First Amendment freedoms solely to protect their freedom to 

reach an audience with a variety.of programs.. We cannot ignore that they use their 

freedom and their license to deliver product*advertising into American homes. 

We, agree that viewers should'express their concerns to the networks and vote with 

their dials. Our study helps the public to make more informed choices of prime time 

programming. But we also insist that the public has 'a right to voice its opinion 

where .the buck stops, as well as where the dial stops. It is the consumer of products 

https://variety.of


.that pays for the cost of television advertising, and it -is the Advertiser that 

uses that purchasing power to have' a great impact on the kind of programming that

enters the American home. To exclude the public from its right to'participate in the 

real marketplace.of television is to deny the best interests of the public arid the 

real- obligations of broadcasters. 

. We might also add that we sympathize with the ford Motor Company's statements'. 

that '"While we (Ford) will continue to avoid those action/adventure programs that 

are the most, objectionable whenever we-can, we may not be able to avoid all such 

programs until-reasonably acceptable alternatives are'available." NCCB has never 

advocated the censorship or withdrawal of all violence from television. We continue 

to state that violence .is often essential to a dramatic statement or ttfie understanding 

of the day's news events.  

Far from advocating censorship, we have consistently advocated-the affirmative - . 

responsibilities of broadcasters to provide a wider variety of quality programming 

that*reflects the real interests and diversity'of the American public. We.feel 

that both the viewer and the- advertiser have a right to demand more from broadcasters 

than a simple choice between sitcoms and action/a'dventure shows. 

Far from advocating that either a public group or a group of advertisers set 

themselves up as censors of television violence, we are simply providing advertisers 

and the public a carefully prepared report, so that they can make informed and~whplly 

individual choices abdut television programming in an open marketplace. 

Our.violence profiles are now just as current as the ratings books that 
 

advertisers use to determine their buying or advertising-time. Since most of the  

fall programming will be going into re-runs, the advertiser has an accurate thorough 

and current report oh television violence in prime time programming. We are offering 

a .violence TV guide to concerned advertisers so. that they may make more careful 

decisions about their .association with' television violence in prime-time programs 

•and respond to the concerns, of the consumers of their .products who ultimately pay 

https://marketplace.of


for and are influenced by those programs. 

IV METHODOLOGY  

. '.Finally, I want to briefly review the methodology employed in our study in conjunction 

with bi Associates. . The TV monitoring firm or bjl Associates has long specialized 

'in recording information, about advertiser spots on television. With the assistance 

of the J. N. Kaplan Fund and the Laras Fund, the bi monitors were trained by associates 

of Dr. George Gerbner of the Annenberg School of Communications to understand the 

definition "of violence developed by'Dr. Gerbner, and to accurately'identify incidents 

of violence that fall within that definition. ' ' 

In our current atudy, two monitors were utilizedto record'all information for 

each network*live off-the-air This allowed a constant double check of all information.' 

Additionally,'during one random test week. Dr. Nancy Signorielli of Dr. Gerbner's 

staff at the- Annenberg School of communication also had two monitors recording* 

data. — one off the air and one from video-taped material for more careful scrutiny. 

On the basis of this second monitoring process. Dr. Signorielli was able to certify 

that the bi monitors have a high degree of consistency and reliability in their reporting 

when compared with the Additional Gerbner trained monitors.. A copy of her report is • 

included in each press'packet. . ' 

The final rating,figure that determines the ranking of both advertisers and 

programs- is a combination, of the number of violent incidents and the length' of time 

of those incidents for each advertiser or program expressed as a percentage of the ' 

total number of violent incident/ and the total length of the incidents in all of 

prime tine. These figures are then, computed on a basis of an average week, for the . 

total study period. 

Advertisers are identified either as an individual product 'or a group of 

products -depending on how the advertising time' is purchased. If the -purchase is made ' 

for a group of products under a corporate name, that name is identified. If the company"has 

•any products, hut buys advertising separately for each product, then the single 



product name is given. , 

' . . '  
A represenative e of of the the computer computer fiifirm  that provided the machinery for.the study

assisted in conductinga series of programs to assure and double check all  stages of 

the study-for accuracy.  

He now offer to the public and' to the advertiser what we feel. has proven  to 

be,under intense scrutiny and eyaluation, an accurate, current,reliable and 

thorough violence TV guide to the informed selection and sponsorship of prime 
' 

time television- programming.  



STATEMENT BY RICHARD E. PALMAR, M.D.

PRESIDENT, AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION . 

AMA's House of Delegates, at it's annual'convention in June- 

%of this year, endorsed the policy that TV violence is an environ- 

,mental hazard threatening the health of American youth. 

'In reviewing the various program options available to an 

organization with a broad-based constituency like the AMA, we 

decided the most positive activity we could support at this time 

was NCCB's study of the new.fall programming. . 

WE believe AMA’s $25000 grant signals a serious commitment on 

the part "of the AMA to support programs, that, will' encourage the 
• 

industry to respojnd with substantive improvements in programming. 

We congratulate, the NCCB in their efforts to encourage media reform 
• 

and bring.to the attention of the public an 
' " i 

issue of significant , 
. 

concern to medicine. . 

As medical'professionals, we have an obligation to warn against 

'adverse health effects when scientific evidence supports such a 

viewpoint. AMA's concern in the. area of television violence focuses

primarily on the mental health of children

Television is a unique medium. Only .television can combine  

visual and auditory stimuli in an intimate seating on a regular. . . 



basis. We .all know now that children spend a great deal of their 

leisure time watching TV. And we have'seen that violence is a . 

prevalent theme in American television entertainment. 

Of special concern to the AMA. and parents alike is the funda 

mental issue of the child's, healthy growth and development. The 

American people should be concerned with the types of values arid 

role models the media is preserving to a vast youthfal audience 

whose perceptions of society and reality and whose individual value 

systems are clearly in early developmental stages. 
 

The physician may be the only source qf professional contact 

until the child enters school And the physician   especial ly the 

family practitioner, pediatrician and child psychiatrist under- 

«tands all.too well ths struggles of the young child to. achieve an 

idisntity .establish; a well-integrated personality and under-

stand the complexities and inconsistencies a£ the world around hinj. 

• -Television is a powerful, pervasive force in the- child ''s environ-
-

ment. If the programming he is exposed tp consists largely of 
' - 

violent content,- his perceptions of the real worW may be signifi-

cantly distorted,' and his development may be adversely 

affected. 

. We,, at the AMA-, urge the televisipn industry to join with us ' 

and all of the concerned organizations .in a cooperative 'Spirit 
. 



. to make television a MEDIUM. OF" RESPONSIBlLiTy a medium concerned 

with presenting prpgramraing that is truly reflective of the real 

world  a medium that,can teach constructive solutions to the prob-

lems.that plague our society a medium that reflects the highest 

values of our culture a medium that truly serves the public 

interest and welfare. 
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AHA GIVES $25,OdO GRAKT 
TO SUPPORT. TV VIOLENCE MONITORING 

CHICAGO  The American 'Medical Association -announced today a 
grant of $25,060 to aupport the TV violence monitorlng activities 
of the National Citizens Committee for 'Broadcasting. 

A medla reform group based in Washington, D.C., the NCCB ia'cpn- 
cerned with doctimcnting the amount of television violence portrayed 
in 'prime time network television. Their goal is to encourage more 
thoughtful and informed choices on the part of the public, broadcasters

advertisers and producers . . ' 

.This action represents a strong commitment by AMA to endorse 
and. finance activities that will encourage the induatry to reduce 
the amount of violence in TV programming, according to James Hf 
Sammons, M.D,, AMA'a executive vlce president. . 

"Our grant will -subsidize NCCB'a atudy of the new fall program-, 
 ing. We believe NCCB la providing a valuable service by ranking TV 
programs and sponsors according to the extent with which, they are 
identified with violence. The, American public has a right to know 
which .programs contain the anat violence ao that people can.then .make 
responsibly decisions abeut family viewing." 

At its annual convention in June of this year,'AMA's House of 
Delegates endorsed the position that TV violence is an environmental 
hazard affecting the health of American children. 



NCCB's study,, to -be completed in early December is designed
to have direct impact en advertisers, ad agencies and networks. 

Incorporating some procedural refinemeots in the monitoring and 
ranking process,'the -new system will be based on monitoring reports . 

. tabulated by using either'of two 'definitions of violence. 

Developed by Geqrge Gerbner, Ph.D., of the U. of Pennsylvania, 
the first definition .includes overt forms of violence, as well-as 
natural disasters,, car chases and comedic violence.. The second 
definition is limited, to .aggressive violence against individuals 
physical violence, use of weapons and capital crimes. 

Both indexes will be released to the public unless'the adver 
tiser rankings differ by a serious margin. In that case,'only tHe 
ranking based on the second definition will be published. ' 



Appendix: 

. Definitions of the violence Measures 

1.. Number of Violent Actions in the Program; The total number of viblent 

actions observed in the program, according t6 the following, definitions: 

Violence is the:  
(1) evert expression of physical force (with or without weapon) against 

self or other: 
.and/or 

(I) compelling action against one's will on pain of being hurt or 

killed;
and/or 

(3) actually hurting or killing; 

Such that: 

(1) it Bust be plausible and credible; no idle threats, verbal abuse, 

or gestures with no credible violent consequences, are included; 

(2). it may be intentional or accidental; violent accidents, cataitro-

phies, acts of nature and the like, are included; 

(3) it must involve human or human-like characters (e.g. lassie the 

dog)-as targ'ets: mere actions against property are not violence. 
' . ' . 

Thus the slaughter of the cattle herd in the movie Hud is not) 

violence, 'but the killing of Bambi's-mother in the Disney film la; 

(4) it may be humorous, serious, or a combination of both, as long aa 

the previous conditions sre satisfied. 

b. A Violent Action is a scene of some violence (see sbovej continuous 

la time and location and confined to the same agents. 

(1) Continuity of Time and Location; If a violent action is interrupted 

temporarily by either a flashback or flaahforward, or a cut to 

nether location'(i.e., the proverbial "meanwhile ), as long 



as it continues in "real time" it is the same act. If the action 

is continuous in time, but the location changes (e.g., a chase 

scene), it is the same act. 

(2) Agents;" If one or more people, not originally involved, becomes 

a participant in ongoing violence, the scene becomes another 

violent action at the point at which the "new" agent becomes 

involved. Mote that the new agent .may have just entered the 

scene, or may have been present from the beginning but not pre 

viously-Involved (e.g. a witness). Rote also thai the new agent 

could become involved either actively .(by freely 'joining in) or 

reactively (e.g. is attacked by an original agent). Finally, this 
. . 

criterion only gertains to additions to the original set of 

agents: if the number of participants in a multiple-agent action 

is. reduced {e.g. by death, injury, flight, etc.) there is no 

corresponding adjustment to a new violent action. 

2. Total Time of Violence In the Program; The duration, in seconds is recprded ' 

separately for each violent action identified by the above criteria. These 

times are then summed for each program to get a measure of the total amount 

of time during which violence was shown in the program. 
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Summary 

The purpose of this evaluation is to ascertain the degree to which data 

recorded by BI monitors systematically reflect relevant aspects .of the ' 

television programs being monitored, 'or conversely,-to determine the extent 

to which error in the form of individuals' biases, problems of interpre-

•tation, or other Idiosyncrasies Is present in the monitoring procedure. 

The Mjor results of the reliability test indicate that (a) BI monitors 

ere continuing to apply t he definitions (specified In the appendix) ..in a 

consistent, sy stematlc ma nner, but that (b) BI monitors, tend -to report 

tly lower violence levels than do externally trained monitors. 

Scope of the Study

This study is C on fined -to .the analysis of the reliability of two measures 

of violence: (1) the number of violent attiona in the program, and (2) the 

. total time of violence in the program. The complete definitions of these 

measures are given in the Appendix to this report. 
. . 

The findings of this study therefore reier .only to these two measures, 

as they ere defined in the Appendix, and cannot be properly extended or applied 

to any other violence measures, whether derived from these two or separately, 

recorded. 



Sample of Programs 

 
 

 The analysis was conducted on~a sample of 23 prime-time network tele- 

Vision programs aired from Nov. 11, 1976 through Nov. "17, 1976. The programs 

included all dramatic and variety program fired between 8PM and 11PM. 

Sports event's, such'as Monday Night, Football, news, public affairs, and docu-  
 

mentaty programs were not-included. One network waschosen for each evening 

over.a one-veek period. For maximum efficiency, the sampling schedule was 
.  

strategically arranged to minimize the number both o£ regular-program pre 

emptions, and of programs such as public-affairs broadcasts which are devoid 

of relevant violence.   

Design of the Test 

Four independent, observations of the number and cumulative length of 

violent actions were made for each program in the sample. Two observations 

were recorded by specially trained BI personnel during the course of their 

. normal monitoring duties, as the programs were being broadcast. The other 
. 

two were made by two coders trained specifically for this- .analysis who had 

no contact" with BI Associates ot its staff; in one case the observation was 

recorded at the time of broadcast, in a manner similar to the procedure used 

by BI personnel; in the other case the observation was made the following day ' 

from a videotaped copy of the program which was replayed, in part or totally, 

as often, as necessary for the coder to resolve any problems or ambiguities. 

These are referred to below as. "external" observations. 



This method thus allows the comparison of monitors' agreement in three 

important ways:  

(1) agreement between BI, observations, all of which were.made at the . 

time of broadcast; 

(2) agreement among the two BI observations.and the external observe-

tion made at the time of broadcast; . 

(3) agreement among the two BI observations and the external observa-

tion Bade the 'following day'with the advantage of videotape -'and  

"instant replay".  

Method of Evaluation

The recorded observations were keypunched and statistical measures of 

agreement were calculated by computer for1 the various comparisons. From a 

sStatistical perspective, a certain amount of agreement can be expected to . 

occur simply as a result of chance, but chance agreement cannot be'considered 

informative about the reliability of the instructions, training, or monitoring

process. Thus the agreement coefficients presented below adjust for chance, 

reflecting the degree to which agreement'exceeds that due merely to chance. 

A coefficient of 1.0 would indicate perfect reliability (seldom attained in 

practice), while at.another.extreme a coefficient of zero would indicate that 
• ~~~ all of the agreement can be accounted for by chance in which case instruc 

tions,, training and standardization of recording procedures-would have shown. 
' 

oe effect.*.  

A detailed derivation of the agreement coefficient used can be found in 
K. Krippendorff, Bivariate Agreement Coefficients for the Reliability of 
Data," pp. 139-150 in E.F. Borgatt* and C.W. Bohrhstcdt-'(eds.) Sociological 
Methodology; 1970. San Francisco: Jossey-Ba'ss, Inc., 1970. 



The Agreement coefficients for the violence variables are given dn 
. ' 

Table 1. the.important comparisons 'are summarized below: 

. 
(1) 'Agreement between "VI observations 

High levels of agreement, 99% above chance, were attained for the 
" * 

two violence measures recorded by BI monitors. 

(2) 
r 

Agreement among 
* 

the three time-of-broadcast procedures. 
* 

BI and 
external monitors; . . . 

t 

Comparing the violence measures recorded jbintly by the external 

coder-and'the BI staff the degree of agreement is somewhat lower

but still at a satisfactory level. 

(3) Agreement between BT time of broadcast 'observations and external 
"instant replay" observation; 

In this comparison we find that while there Is no change in agreemen

on the .total time, devoted to- violence, agreement'on the number of 

violent actiona la again lower, but still at a satisfactory level. 

Discussion \ 

'The high degree of agreement between the BI observations (99% above 

chance) indicates that the definitions and interpretations .of the violence 

Measures are continuing to be applied in a systematic and consistent manner 

by the BI monitOrs The lower agreement between the BI monitors and external 
-

monitors could.be the result of a combination of factors

(1) BI monitors recorded violence data, while also pursuing their other

duties of monitoring commercials; the external monitors recorded 

https://could.be


Table 1: 

Coefficients of Agreement 

Measures of Violence 

Agreement between; 

Number of 
violent actions

in program. 

Total time 
(in seconds) of

violence in program 

(1) BI observations .99 .99 

(2) Bi observations and external 
off-the-air-observation .84 .95 

(3) BI observations and external 
"instant replay" (videotape) 
-observation 

.80 .95 



only violence data and were free of other potentially distracting 

requirements. Other things equal,  the external observers might . ' 
(ai a result) identify more violent actions on the. average

(2) With the advantage of videotape replay, finer distinctions are 

possible, and consequently one .might expect 'that more acts of 

Violence will be distinguished by'this method than when violence 

is monitored "off-the-air". 

Table 2 suggests, although not conclusively, that these effect s were 

indeed present. BI monitors tend to.both identify fewer violent actions and 

report lower time-of-violence measures than do the external mohitofs. Fur 

thermore, the external "stop-tape" procedure resulted in the highest average 

levels, as anticipated. It should be noted that while none of the differences 

are statistically significant, the number of observations is relatively small, 

and a larger test sample could give different results. 



Table 22: 

Violence-Measure Averages 

Bl observation #1 

BI observation #2                                         4.3

'Measure 1: 
average number of 
violent actions 

per program 

4.1

Measure 2: 
average total tine 

of violence 
per program 

 

1min. 54 secs.  
1 min., 50 seas. 

external observation off-the-air 5.5 2 min, 8 sees. 

xternal observation, stop-tape e 5.7 2 min., 22 sees. 



TIME NETWORK DAY DATE SHOWLENGTH VIOLENT EPS ALCOHOL OERBNEft SHOWLENGTH VIOL ENT EPS -DRUG MEN 
    DURA TL TAB INC PGM DEF1NIT DURA TL TAB INC. POM. 

NbC THURSDAY Night

O8 00 30 SEARCH FOR SHINOHARA SEARCH FOR SHINOHARA 
08 05 43 VIOLENT EPISODE BOMBING
00 04 15 VIOIENI EPISODE BOMBING
06 07 OS VIOLENT EP1SOUE PLANE CRASH 

 08 07 30 VIOLENT EPISODE PLANE CRASH

 
OS 07. 35 VIOLENT EPISODE PLANE CRASH 
OS 10 4O VIOLENT EPISODE BOMBING  
OO.23 10" VIOLENT EPISODE PLANE CRASH 

09 00 OO YOUHG SAVAftES 
09 05 25 VIOLENT EPISODE KNIFE THREAT 
09 04 05 VOILENT EPISODECHASE ON FOOT 
09 07 40 VIOLENT EPISODE COERCION 
O9 00 30 VIOLENT EMSUUE SI AP  
09 09 05 VIOLENT EHS4H* SMIVE-  
09 17 13 VtdlLin frHSOI«E CUFRCIUN 
09 1725 VIOLENT EPISUM: SLAP- 
09 2O OO VIOLENT FPISOH6 SIAHBINS  
09 3J 40 VIIK.ENT EPISOUE HAIR PULLING  
09 44 13 VIOI.ENT FPI6UI* KPSIRAINT  
09 49 10 VIOLENT EPISW6 B4WK-E  
09 49 20 VIOLENT EPISKI* FIST FIGHT 
09 37 30 VIOLENT EPISODE KNIFE TIKE AT 

 
10 04 45 VIOLENT EP1SOM- F1WIT  
10 13 35 VIOLENT EPISOliE SLAP   
10 19 23 VIOLENT EPISOIC FIST FIGHT  
10 32 3O VIOLENf EPISODE. FIGHT   
1A Aft fc% &IIM CME CfrlCnilfi bCBfftA!M   

10 44 19 VIOLENT iPlSOM RESTRAINT 

 
 

NftC UECV TOTALB 

FRIDAY NIOMT NBC  
 

OS 00 25 SANFORD 4 SON ,. 
- 

08 30 OO ftOCKFORD FILES 
Of 04 43 VIOLENT EPISOM RESTRAINT . 
09 19 50 VIMENT EPIMl* DIM JHREAT 
09 20 53 VIOLENT EHIBQt'E CAR CHASE 
09 21 03 . VIOLENT EPISOM COPTER CHASE.  

09 30 00 fOLICf STORY 
09 34 43 .^VIOLENT EPISOM pEATIMO CHAHfi 
094343 VIOLENT EP160KC ATIACXbB  
09 53 50 VIOLENT EPISUbE COERCION  
09 37 40 VIOIENT EMSOtiC FlmiT 
10. II 10 VIOLENT EPISODE FIST FUMT 

  
 

 

 

10 23 SO VIOLENT EPISOBC OHOOTIM CRASHH 



TIME NETUORK DAY 'DATE 8HOU LENGTH VIOLENT EPS ALCOHOL GERBNER. 8IHNI LENGTH VIOLENT EPS DRUG HEN 2 
DURA TL TAB * ipc POM DEFINIT • • 0 * DURA TL TAB INC. PGM. 

09 39 30 AMC PACER 30  
09 40 2« 'SUAVE SltftHPDO 30 
09 46 13* VIOLENT EPISODE RESTRAINT 
09 49 10 VIOLENT EPISODE SHOVE 
09 49 20 VIOLENT EPISODE FIST FIGHT  
09 57 20 VIOLENT EPISODE. (OMF6 THREAT   
O9 SB 10 DATSIW f 1O 30  
09 50 40 NYTOL 30  
09 59 10 LYSOL 30 
09 59 40 BURGHR KINO 3O  
10 oo 10 Pkono Tomtmtfiu 20  
10 02 35 VUILEIO EPISODE £IUMQ  
10 06 43 VIOLENT EPISODE FIOMT   

1O 13 53 VIOLENT EPISODE SLAP  
10 14 20 EARTHBORN SHAMPOO 30 
10 14 50 SOFT AND DRI DEODORANT 30 
10 15 20 MR COFFEE ' 3O 
10 15 50 YELLOU PAGES 30  
10 16 20 PROMO 1J76 20 
10 19 25 VIOLENT EPISODE FIST FIOMT  

12 50 VIOLENT EPISODE FIGHT   
10 36 40  BeUl-lIZ-t.ITE USED  irmi »B  ]L  

10 37 10 EVERF.ADY FLASH LIGHT 3O 
JO 37 40 TtfYOTA CARS 3O 
10 39 10 UOOLITE 3O 
10 43 55 Vim EH.T EP|SODE RESTRAINT  
10 44 13 VIOLENT EPISODE RESTRAINT-

10 53 55 CANADA DRV GINGER ALE 3O  
10 56 25 URISIAN 3O 
105653,' »IC LIGHTER 3O 
1O 57 M PROMO THE MFLSON AFFAIR 9O  

CONFLICT HUM CANADA MY 
3 MINUTES 

33 

END OF NETUORK 
 

  

NBtrUtEK TOTAL! 6O 12O  

FRIDAY NIGHT NW 6 23 76 
Ot 00 00 PROMO TONIOHTt MMMW 23  

00 00 23 SANFOftD 1 COM M 
OB 01 13 NICE N EASY HAIR COLOt 3O  

08 01 43 DATRIL PAlp R£I.|EUER aa  

M 10 10 ALCOHOL EPIMM 
M 10 30 KU. SYSTEM 3O 



TIHE NETUOMC DAY DATE SHOU LENOTH VIOLENT EPS ALCOHOL OERBNER SI«HI LENOTH VIOLENT EPS DRUG HEN 
 TL TAB INC POM tiEflNIT  DURA TL TAB INC. POM.  

NBC TltURSW>Y._NIGHT 

OO OO 30 SEARCH FOR SII1NOHARA  AO "SEARCH FbR"BHinoiiARA'~ 
60 

00 00 TOONO" BAVAOEJ ISO YOUNO BAVAOES 
120» 

HbC UEEK TOTALS .60 120 

FRIDAY' NIOMT 23'7* 
BANFOR6~T8dN 

08 00 25 SANFORD ft SON 30  
30 

M 30 00 ROCKFORO FILES ROCKFORD FILES 

CM TOTALS 

ABC TOTALS 

MM TOTALS 120 3lO 



 

  
 



Advertiser Ranking 

The following listing shows the ranking of advertisers according to the amount of violence they sponsored in prime 
time. They are ranked according to the 12 that supported the least violence to the 12 that supported the most violence. 

LEAST VIOLENT SPONSORS MOST VIOLENT SPONSORS 
Rank •Sponsor ~ . ftating Rank Sponsor Rating

751" 
1 . Peter Paul Candy 3 • 1 . Chevrolet Cars 

2 ' 2 Hallmark 8 Whitehall Labs — Anacin 596 
3 Texaco 10 . 3 American Motors Cars 498 

'54 Whirlpool Appliances 13 4 Sears Roebuck & Company 417 
Prudential Insurance   17 5' Eastman Kodak Products 363 

6 Jet* Nate 18 6 Schlitz Beer 356'553 
7 • Scha'per Toys -20 7 Procter & Gamble Soaps 
8 . Green Giant . 8 General Foods • 

Vegetables 30 Food Products Division 341 
8 Keebler Cookies 30 9 Burger King Corporation 315 

TO Carnation Dog Foods • 32 • 10 Frito Lay Incorporated 303 
1 1 EFFERDANT 1 34 11  MR. COFFEE cOFFEE MAKER   300

11  Quasar Television 34 11 CampbellS Soup Company 300 

Movie  Rankings

Rank NetworkLEAST TO MOST VIOLENT 
Movie Rating    Rank    Network Movie Rating' 

2 NBC' CBS Wednesday Movie 38 5 NBC Sunday Movie 71 

Wednesday Movie 48 6 CBS Friday Movie 92 
3  NBC Monday Movie 64 7 NBC Saturday Movie 10t 
4  ABC Friday Movie 67 8 ABC Sunday Movie 128 

Notes 

Ratings The rankings were computed as follows The combination ol the number of violent modems and the length of tune ol lhose*ncidents was 
eipreued as a percentage ol the total numoer of voter* incidents and tne total length of the incidents in an prime lime These figures were Inert 
computed on a oasis ot an average week tor the total study period and that final figure  the rating figure given above 

OetoMion of Violence The Gerbner definition of a wotent acton as used m our study is an overt expression ol physical force (with or without weapon) 
against one s self or other, a compelling action agamst one s win on pam ot being hurt or lulled, and or an actual hurting or kitting An. scion to be 
considered violent must be plausible and credible and must include human or human like characters H tnay be an intentional or aco^ntal action, 
humorous or serious ̂ or a combmalion ot bom as long as the previous conditions are satisfied 

Despite the cereM research that went mto the.deveiopmeni ol this defmiten ol violence, industry critics suggested that this definationwas too broad 
, Therefore, tor our tall ratings MCCB conducted two parallel studies/one based on me Gerbner definition, and one on me industry suggested definition 

The results showed no significant drvergence m ratings thus confirming mat theuse ot tne Oertjnerdetirniion is solmd. accurate and fair when measured, 
against other standards . 



Program Ranking 

The following is a complete ranking of all prime time network programming from the most to the least violent shows 
during the monitoring period. . ' 

Network Rating Network Rating 

CPO Sharkey NBC 0 Laverne &  Shirley ABC 11 
McLean Stevenson NBC 0 Once ( an Eagle NBC 11 
Doc CBS 0 1The  Captain & Tenille ABC 12 
Sirotas Court NBC 0 FRich Man, Poor Man ABC 13 
Mr T& Tina ABC 0 jSonny & Cher CBS 1d 
Ball Four CBS 0 Carol ( Burnett Show CBS, 17 
Phyllis CBS 0 IEmergency  NBC 17ABC'   
Mary Tyler Moore CBS 0 Wonder \ Woman 18 
Bob Newhart Show CBS •0 fBlue  Knight . CBS 18 *20 Chico & the1 Man. NBC 0. Holmes 1 A Yoho ABC. 
All's Fair - CBS 0 (Captain & the Kings NBC 21 
lice. . CBS- 1 (Gemini  Man NBC. 25 
Rhoda CBS 1 'lDick Van Dyke NBC 26 
The Tony Randall Show ABC , 1 \Wonderful World of Disney. NBC 28 
Barney Miller . ABC 1 iSpencers Pilots CBS 29 
Welcome Back Kotter ABO 1 !Switch  CBS' 30 
What's Happening ABC " 1 McCld/Colum/Quincy/McMil NBC-' 31 
Maude CBS • 2 Bionic1 Woman- .ABC      33
The Practice NBC 2 !Streets  of San Francisco ABC 38 
Sanford & Son NBC 3 IBarnaby  Jones CBS 38 
The Jeffersons CBS 3 IRockford Fites NBC 45 
One Day At a Time CBS 3 - IPolicewoman  NBC 47 
All in the Family CBS 3 (Charlie's Angels ABC 48 
The Nancy Walk'er Show ABC 4 ' Most I wanted ABC 48 • 
Gibbsville NBC 4 !Serpico , NBC 51 
TheWaltons CBS 5 . IDelvecchio CBS 52 
Good Times CBS 5 IPolice  Story NBC* 52 
Mash CBS 7 IKojak  CBS 52 
Executive Suite CBS 7 . !Six  Million Dollar Man ABC , 54 
Happy Days ABC 7 IHawaii  Five-6 CBS 60 
Tony Orlando & Dawn CBS 7 IBaa  Baa Black Sheep NBC '65 
Little House on the Prairie *NBC : ? IBaretta ABC 65 
Donny & Marie ABC 9 !Starsky & Hutch ABC 69 
Family ABC 10 1Quest NBC 86 

A

"
•

• 

"

fenldngr 

) were ranked according to the total violence contained in their prime time programming during the study 
; is the least violent network with ABC second and NBC the most violent. ' 

CBS 967 ABC NBC 1419 



Addresses

LEAST VIOLENT SPONSORS 

PETER PAUL CANDY 
Austin R. Zender 
.Peter Paul, Inc. 
New Haven Road 
Naugatuck, Ct. 06770 
HALLMARK 
J. C. Hall 
Halfrrark Cards. Inc. 
25Ki and McGee 
 Kansas City. Mo. 64108 

TEXACO 
Maurice F. Granville 
.Texaco, Inc. 
135 East 42nd Street 
New York, N.Y. 10017 . 
WHIRLPOOL APPLIANCES 
John H. Plans 
Whirlpool Corporation 
Administrative center   CHEVROLET CARS 
Benton Harbor. Mi." 49022 

PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE
Donald S. MacNaughton 
Prudential Insurance 

Co. of America 
Newark, N.J. 07101 
JEANNATE 
Richard M. Furland 
Squibb Corp. 
40 W. 57th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10019 

SCHAPER TOYS 
William Gamty 
Schaper Mfg. Co. 
9909 South Shore Dr. 
Minneapolis. Mn. 55441 
GREEN GIANT VEGETABLES 
Robert C. Cosgrove 
Green Giant Co. 
5601 Green Valley Dr 
Mtnneapolis, Mn. 55437 

KEEBLER COOKIES 
Edwin L. Cox 
Keebter Company . 
One Hollow Tree Lane 
Elmhurst, II. 60126 

.

CARNATION DOG FOOD 
H. E. Olson 
Carnation Company 
5045 Wilshire Blvd. 
Los Angeles. Ca. 90036 

EFFERDENT 
E. Burke Giblin 
Wamer. Lambert Co. 
20f Tabor Road 
Morris Plains. N.J. 07950 

QUASAR TELEVISION 
Arthur Harada 
Matsusnita Electric 

Co. of Amenca 
200 Park Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10017 

MOST VIOLENT SPONSORS 

Thomas A. Murphy 
general Motors Corp. 
3044 West Grand Blvd. 
Detroit. Mi. 48202 

WHITEHALL LABS— 
ANACIN 

William F. Laporte' 
American Home Products 

Corp.
685 Third'Avenue 
New York N.Y. 10017 

AMERICAN MOTORS CARS 
Roy D. Chapin. Jr. 
American Motors Corp. 
14520 Plymouth Road 
Detroit. Mi. 48232 

SEARS ROEBUCK & COMPANY 
Arthur M Wood 
Sears, Roebuck & Co. 
Sears Tower 
Chicago. II. 60684 

EASTMAN KODAK PRODUCTS 
Gerald B. Zomow 
Eastman Kodak Co. 
343 State Street 
Rochester, N.Y. 14650 

(

SCHLITZ BEER 
Robert A. Uihlein, Jr. 
Joseph Schlitz Brewing Company 
P 0. Box 614 

•Milwaukee. Mi. 53201 

PROCTER & GAMBLE SOAPS 
Edward G. Harness 
Procter & Gamble 
9 0 Box 599 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201 

GENERAL FOODS 
James L. Ferguson 
General Foods Corporation 
250 North Street 
White Plains. N Y. 10625 

BURGER KINO-50RPORATION 
William H. Spoor 
Pillsbury Company 
608 Second Avenue South 
Minneapolis. Mn. 55402 

FRITO LAY INCORPORATED 
Donald M. Kendall 
Pepsi Company Inc. 
Purchase, N.Y. 10577 

MR. COFFEE COFFEE "MAKER" 
Vincent Marotta 
North American Systems. Inc. 
24700 Miles Road . 
Bedford Heights. Ohio 44146 

CAMPBELLS SOUP COMPANY
John T. Dorrance, Jr. 
Campbell Place 
Camden. N.J. 08101 

NETWORKS 

ABC Leonard H. Goldenson 
1330 Ave. of the Amencas 
New York, N.Y. 10019 

* ' . — 

CBS William S Paley 
51 West 52nd Street 
New York. N.Y. 10019 

NBC Julian Goodman 
30 Rockefeller Plaza 
New York. N,Y. 10020 
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